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agreed that Sir Ronald Lindsay (the British Ambassador to
Turkey) should go to Angora for discussions with the
Turkish Foreign Minister. In addition, the Anglo-Traq
treaty, which provided for an extension of the British
Mandate up to a further twenty-five years, was signed in
Baghdad with no protest from Turkey. On i8th February
Mr. Amery asked the House to approve the Treaty. Once
again Mr. Eden intervened as the expert addressing novices.
He dealt with the problem of 'Iraq's potential oil wealth,
one of those ' relevant but subsidiary ' questions which made
it so difficult for the House to come to a decision on the
Treaty: * Some hon. members think there is something
sinister about these oil companies, but they provide no
evidence.' The House was not the right place for propa-
ganda without facts to back it. ' I cannot speak with any
knowledge of what is going on in Mexico, but I can speak
in regard to what the Anglo-Persian Oil Company have
been doing in Persia because I have seen it.' He called it a
great humanizing work. He poured scorn on the references
of a Labour member to vamped-up charges about the per-
secution of Christian minorities, and pointed out that the
speaker had confused the Assyrian Christians with the
Chaldean Catholics.
He suggested that the Government should consider the
possibility of granting a loan to 'Iraq to enable her to
develop her resources, as the more we increased the
prosperity of that country the sooner we would be relieved
of the financial burdens in respect of it. He referred to
the remarkable developments that had recently taken place
in Persia * under a very able, imaginative, and courageous
ruler*. The effect of the Treaty, he felt, would be to
add considerably to the trade between Persia and Traq.
He believed that this burden of the duties which Traq
was placing on Persian trade passing through 'Iraq was
pressing heavily on Persian commerce. Accordingly 'Iraq
should be very careful not to make that burden so heavy
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